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The Institute for Advanced Consciousness Studies
TIFACS.org
Proposal #2
Contact
Funding a cohesive program of consciousness study and its application to societal laws
This is being posted on the internet as a working proposal. Much has to go into the details of
building the first Intergalactic Airport. Where to put it, the design, and so forth. This is the
explanation of where the second fifty million dollars get spent. At some point, this will get
edited and cleaned up. It’s more important it’s up on the internet than it is to be perfect.
My name is Bob Good, and I am working to fund various initiatives in consciousness science that you may find
innovative and worthy of your support. I have asked Mackenzie Scott and several other billionaires to jump‐
start this by donating 50 million dollars to 6 different schools and four organizations in Proposal #1 that will
work cohesively to produce the scientific proof that supports your and Mackenzie’s social positions.
To synopsize Proposal #1, we have proven mathematically that our consciousness transcends our permanent
bodily death, and there is a continuity of an individual’s consciousness. This makes us conscious in a new
dimensional space, a 4th‐dimensional awareness. This proof scientifically explains clairvoyance, remote
viewing, the efficacy of prayer, heaven, and the electromagnetic nature of consciousness. Individually many
describe “seeing” this 4th‐dimensional space with their 3rd eye. As a race, though, we are third‐eye blind. So, I
want to give you a consensus 3rd eye view of our reality. To do that, I have to tell you about our most scientific
consensus view of aliens/extraterrestrials. Joining the request to Mackenzie Scott with this request to you
changes the fundamental understanding of our place in the universe.
Managed Global contact
I will tell you about aliens from an insider’s perspective and give you a consensus picture extracted from
sources in the public domain. You will know many, all are verifiable, and at the end of the description that
these Individual bytes will produce collectively, you will have a more cohesive view of the landscape we are
working in and our goals to make a decision about this request.
Regarding their presence aside from cell phone footage worldwide, the US Government has acknowledged
this activity in their unclassified report from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence entitled
Preliminary Assessment: Unidentified Aerial Phenomena dated 25 June 2021.
It makes the following points
*” There are probably multiple types of UAP” (Read Alien Races‐ed)
*” UAP poses a safety of flight issue and may pose a challenge to US national security.”
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*” Explaining UAP will require analytic, collection, and resource investment.”
*’ The UAPTF (The Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Task Force) is looking for novel ways to increase collection
of cluster areas…
This admission was forced by the ubiquitous nature of cell phone footage and the Navy’s cameras showing
technology we, as humans, do not possess.
This admission is peeling back the onion. There has been technology transfer from alien species to humans for
years.
So, let’s run through narratives lifted from the media to get a picture of what’s out there for our amusement. I
say that tongue in cheek because what I am presenting is already a fait accompli.
“Former Canadian Minister of Defense Paul Hellyer said that aliens not only exist but are on Earth among
people. He said that there had been four alien species visiting Earth for thousands of years.
In support of his words, the 90‐year‐old ex‐minister spoke about one incident in 1961 when Canada noticed a
group of 50 unidentified flying objects moving from the Soviet Union to Europe. Then, this group of objects
suddenly went to the North Pole and disappeared. Hellyer noted that the investigation of this incident lasted
three years, and it unequivocally showed that the activity of extraterrestrial civilizations flew to Earth to
ensure that people would not use nuclear weapons.
According to Hellyer, aliens already live on our planet: most aliens are like humans, so it’s almost impossible to
notice them in the human mass. He first spoke openly about his belief that governments are covering up an
alien presence back in 2005, saying UFOs are as plentiful in our sky as airplanes. “Much of the media won’t
touch it, so you just have to keep working away at it, and we will get a critical mass, and one day they will say,
Mr. President or Mr. Prime Minister, we want the truth, and we want it now because it affects our lives.”
He said that aliens had visited Earth from different star systems, including the Pleiades and Andromeda.
“There are extraterrestrials from Andromeda, and ones that live on one of Saturn’s moons. There is a
federation of these people, and they have rules; one of them is that they don’t interfere with our affairs unless
they are invited.”
The former Secretary of Defense of Canada noted that aliens are not aggressive and have a huge stock of
knowledge. However, according to him, guests from other planets do not want to share their knowledge with
people yet, because they are afraid that earthlings would use them for wars, and not for good purposes.”i
Former CIA Director R. James Woolsey said he believes UFOs could exist after his friend’s plane was “paused at
40,000” feet – and hopes humans would be friendly to extraterrestrials if they ever make contact, according to a
report.
In December, ex‐CIA Director John Brennan said it was “presumptuous and arrogant” to believe there are no
other forms of life than the ones on Earth.
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In April 2020, the Department of Defense released a statement confirming three unclassified Navy videos from
2004 and 2015, each showing “unidentified aerial phenomena.”
Last month, former Director of Intelligence John Ratcliffe said on Fox News that “there are a lot more sightings
than have been made public,” adding that “some of those have been declassified.”
“And when we talk about sightings, we are talking about objects that have been seen by Navy or Air Force pilots,
or have been picked up by satellite imagery that frankly engage in actions that are difficult to explain,” Ratcliffe
said.
“Movements that are hard to replicate that we don’t have the technology for. Or traveling at speeds that exceed
the sound barrier without a sonic boom,” he added.
The UFOs were seen moving at incredible speeds and performing seemingly impossible aerial maneuvers. One of
the clips showed a dark circular object flying far in front of a jet, while a second caught a small object racing over
land.
The third captured a circular object first speeding, then appearing to slow down — and moving closer to the
pilot’s camera.
The Pentagon announced in September that it created an Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Task Force.
The latest developments come amid rising interest in UFOs, which has been indicated by a surge in sightings.
Sightings were up in 2020 compared to the previous year — with more than 6,600 recorded during that period,
according to National UFO Reporting Center data.ii
William M. Tompkins MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) Director In July 2017, at a press conference, Tompkins
made an unprecedented statement. He worked for the Douglas Aircraft Company alongside extraterrestrials
(Nordic alien women). It had been 4‐7 years before NASA appeared. He claimed about it in his book
(mentioned above) that was published in 2015.
He met with two Andromedans who became his mentors and took him on board their space vehicles including
a large extraterrestrial mother ship where he was exposed to the teachings of the Andromedans over a three‐
month period. The Andromedans gave him information about cosmic spirituality, life in the universe, and
Earth’s galactic history.
He claimed: This civilization, no matter where in the constellation it lives, has a single government and is
spiritually 4,700 more advanced than us, as well as 5,000 years technologically. However, they maintain a
balance of the spiritual and technological. In fact, they use technology to be able to evolve spiritually.
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This is because there are different dimensional levels. We are currently in the Third dimension. We still
haven’t reached the Fourth, much less the Fifth. What differentiates the Third from the Fourth dimension, is
the conscience.
In the fourth dimension, there is a collective consciousness, because everyone is telepathic and can read the
mind of the rest. This leads to each person being authentic, transparent, and without ulterior motives. Upon
entering this dimension, the being becomes clairvoyant since, in this state of consciousness, energy systems
and fields can be seen.
(And here is the area of consciousness we are studying as it manifests itself in our
reality/timespace/dimension‐ed.)
However, there are still dualities and the judgment systems are modified since the judiciary will be able to
take decisions according to the energy fields. The beings of Andromeda have not lived in a society as
manipulated as ours. They are telepathic and clairvoyant because they have studied all the sciences.
All souls know who they are, they all know about their past lives, and every time they incarnate, they are
aware and know where they are going. In addition, they can see their evolution in the afterlife.
According to Collier, humans consist of 22 extraterrestrial races. He claimed that there are about 135 billion
people living on the planets in the eight closest galaxies to us.iii
So, Melinda, what’s true? Between the lack of information, misinformation and disinformation the truth needs
a friend. So, am I to believe that aliens are hiding in plain sight and we as humans are a bunch of warring
tribes, that heaven exists 4th dimensionally and we are being genetically manipulated? Human rode horses for
the last 12,000 years and in the last 100 we went from riding horses to go to the moon.
How much of Collier is believable? That is the best explanation we have, and that is not enough. This needs to
be studied and in formalizing the study will change the world. In terms of the study of consciousness, we have
to look at what we see when we use our third eye.
THEN THERE IS THIS crop circles at some point this will be filled out by what Lawrence Rockefeller has found in
his research.
This goes to a very core area of consciousness, connecting individual consciousness with universal
consciousness as a means of seeing. Telepathic ability is regularly encountered when dealing with aliens. They
have a higher degree of extrasensory perception.
So, let’s walk this path through the mind of the man who taught the US Army how to remote view, Ingo
Swann. In his book, Penetration he talks about the difference between earthside ESP and space side ESP.
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When he talks about consciousness it is not just individual consciousness or how that individual consciousness
connects to universal consciousness, but that our collective consciousness itself is being manipulated.
Listening to Ingo’s words itself is like visiting a pristine mountain stream before it has been polluted by
travelers,’ campers and con men. A fresh look at new data through the lens of Ingo’s impressions yield
strategies for understanding human consciousness and our place in the Universe.
You cannot take part of Ingo Swann. By that I mean you cannot accept him as the man who taught us how to
remote view and opened up a means of data acquisition and transfer and not take his description of aliens
living right beside us and it seems managing their interaction with us. What I want you to hold in the back of
your mind for the moment is that there are competing groups of aliens with different agendas. I would also
argue that the US Government is overmatched as is humanity. But let’s stay on topic.
The data on telepathy, which is how these aliens communicate based on exit interview of abductees, give the
person with that ability universal access to information on a universal level. From the alien point of view that
may be like giving a loaded gun to a child, allowing humanity telepathy.
We have a category in consciousness science called remote viewers who have an ability to use psychic ability
to see things in other places and times. So, a quick summary of what it looks like to run a psychic mission with
a group of remote viewers. It is to look at a place we are seeking to gain knowledge about and a satellite that
we sent will be there soon. The remote viewers record their observations and then compare their results with
what the satellite says. This is something aliens who live where I mention do not want to happen. That said
they may agree the time their presence should be acknowledged is now upon us and they may be seeking to
continue to open us to us as a society.
Swann worked for the Stanford Research Institute. In 1973 there was an experiment where Swann was asked
to project his consciousness to the planet Jupiter. The reason Jupiter was chosen was because NASA had
probes on the way there at that point. Swann made several observations that the probes soon confirmed, he
saw a hydrogen mantle, high infrared readings and the colors of the clouds. He also saw rings, which at that
point no one had known about. He said they were smaller and closer to the planet than Saturn’s. He said they
were made up of dust and tiny asteroids. This was not something we could see from Earth or even assume was
there. The pioneer probes in 1973 and 1974 did not see rings, but when Voyager 1 passed by Jupiter in 1979 it
did see the rings as Swann described.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8kT6J_uoic
Now what Ingo says is that aliens are living on the moon and manipulating humanity so as not to develop our
sense of telepathy. In a higher sense they are manipulating our collective consciousness. Again, this may not
be one race of aliens but many and there may be competing groups.
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Ingo’s point is that we as a species are unwitting targets of this strategy and your money goes to address this
problem is a real sense. Your money goes to education and our acknowledgment of our place in the universe
among a population of space traveling humanoids who have genetically altered us. Your contribution goes to
acknowledging that reality. That acknowledgment from you in terms of the dollars needed to address this
problem changes the world.
Now an interesting thing happens when you make this contribution. Yes, you benefit one of your core groups
by educating everyone to the fact that LGBTQT is just different expressions of heterosexuals and we all travel a
circular path over many lifetimes. So, these idiots who say its only genitals that make the gender are exposed
as people who don’t know who they are, have not been exposed to consciousness studies and have many
surprises in store for them.
But this goes well beyond that one issue. To every greedy billionaire who continues to amass money
consciousness studies just opened up huge alien markets, if those markets want us. If they don’t like us killing
each other, then to acquire access those alien markets we have to change our behavior. What are the rules?
There are ways to ask this question and get answers but they travel on channels I need money and
organization to travel and study on those chanels. So, you are actually benefiting your ideological opponent
while at the same time helping yourself in terms of belief. This makes the whole thing better for everyone in
spite of ourselves.
The aliens are here. Ingo was years ahead of the loop. He claimed the following.
That the moon is inhabited by a space traveling underground living humanoid species that farm on the surface
for the moon in Plato crater and Aristotle crater. What I want you to envision is a 20‐story apartment building
under each of those craters with an inverted coke bottle top where farming is done. Recent footage just
released shows a UFO disappearing into a crater hole in the moon. In the underlying data there are colonies of
humanoids living on the moon, one of the moons of Saturn and at the south pole on earth.
When Buzz Aldrin was on the moon he could see these aliens, he switched to the medical channel and spoke
to the chief medical officer and said “They are here, they are parked on the side of the crater, they are
watching us.”iv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNkmhY_ju8o
Ingo’s case is that as we approached the moon, we found extraterrestrials lived there and they said they didn’t
want us there. Then they manipulated information so that we turned away from going to the moon and in that
manipulation hid their existence from the general earth population. Both, America and Russia at the same
time for no reason stopped racing each other to the moon and jointly built Skylab, a more costly project and
going to Mars. There was no reason for both adversaries to do this except for Ingo’s reason. The race to the
moon began as a competition between the Soviets and America in the 1960’s but by 1972 both countries had
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abandoned the moon as a goal, this in the face of the fact that we learned the moon had water and you could
grow crops in the moon soil we brought home.
Ingo states; “The “Space Race” for what? As early as 1961, it had been clearly established in the open media as
consisting of who was to be the first to acquire supremacy in space, with particular emphasis on colonizing the
Moon. In fact, the American effort was galvanized into feverish activity because of the fear that the Soviets
would acquire the supremacy.”v
And here we get into the study of consciousness, how the aliens achieved their goal as seen by the man who
was the one to teach us all how to remote view.
Ingo states; “rather successful, attempt was undertaken with regard to TWO principal functions: To increase
rather than decrease space age confusions, so as better to promulgate and rule via disinformation packages.
To erect and reinforce a particular kind of planet‐wide intellectual phase‐locking that is data deficient with
regard to the meaning not of Earthside affairs, but with regard to the meaning of Spaceside activities.”vi
Groupthink, intellectual phase lock, can then be formed with respect to this or that information package
resulting in that intellectual phenomenon earlier referred to as mindsets.”vii
“This is to say that Earthsiders do not think outside of Earthside local realities. This is further to suggest that
the realities of Spacesiders might not fit into ANY recombination of Earthside information packages—and
especially so IF Earthside intellectual phase locking is deficient with regard to any Spaceside realities except
those officially admitted to by science.”viii
“Thus, more precisely defined, packaged information is meaning‐managed”ix
Yeah, that says it. That is consciousness, our consciousness operating on itself.
So here is the consciousness witches brew that is being served in this request. That belief in heaven, your
heaven is proven as is your life after death, however it is simply 4th dimensional consciousness and it is replete
with anything you see in 3 dimensions including, animals and aliens. It is a place of no lies, when
communication is telepathic you see the truth, so deception, prejudice and such as well as belief in a god ends
because God is the collective mind. That 4th dimensional space is traversed by higher dimension intelligence as
well. There is a lot to study here.
EARTHSIDE TELEPATHY VERSUS SPACESIDE TELEPATHY
So, the point is that there is a difference between earth side telepathy and space side telepathy. Each operate
the same, the difference being in the case of the second we are being encouraged not to use it by
manipulation of the general consciousness of man. In short that information is being societally repressed by
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being data deficient. But it is the undeniable alien presence in our skies that makes this area of study in such
need of support.
If you want to study alien consciousness as it relates to human consciousness begin with their better sense of
telepathy, which we, as is demonstrated by the communication reported in abductions, shows our lesser
ability.
We need to protect humanity and we cannot do it with weapons. We as a race are third eye blind yet we have
proven third eye data acquisition beyond any reasonable doubt.
The point here to all concerned is to have the technology transfer you need you need to be mature enough to
use the technology. These races are thousands of years beyond us. We are suggesting ways to manage not just
the technology transfer but the cultural transfer to render humanity mature enough to handle the technology.
With the speed of technology change we can say aliens are in our workspace and are hiding in plain sight.
If we are going to package information and have it meaning managed teaching this to the next generation
globally is critical. You funding this is not just about the money but validating the line of research. That, the
contribution, has huge significance to the social causes you support and economic opportunity for not just
your supporters but also your opponents. Additionally, your supporters and opponents are now fused in a
common goal/defense, we are all in this together whether we like it or each other. Funny, isn’t it? But there
are headwinds, Ingo says this
“Telepathy is the most forbidden element of Earthside consciousness. Indeed, so forbidden that Science would
rather accept reincarnation, the existence of the soul, and life after death—PROVIDED those situations DID
NOT include any telepathic possibility.”x
“Another amusing aspect is that the funding agencies did sponsor the secret developmental work in remote
viewing‐somewhat on the grounds that it penetrates things, not minds. This is to say that remote viewing
pertains to penetration of “physicals,” not to penetration of “mentals.” In any event, the principal reason why
ALL formats of Psi research are marginalized, treated to energetic diminishment, or suppressed altogether is
that those formats do include potentials too near the hated and unwanted telepathic faculties. So, the whole
barn of psychic research must be burnt down as quickly as possible, making sure that the telepathic horses
don’t escape. There is one notable exception to this, and one utilized for creative cover‐up purposes. This
exception involves the discovery of approaches to telepathy most noted either for the fact that they DO NOT
work, or because they serve to disorient and defeat approaches that MIGHT work. Thus, the concept that
telepathy is a mind‐to‐mind thing involving a sender and a receiver has been given extraordinary publicity—
and has in fact become the principal Earth‐side cultural model for it.”xi
At least two observations can be made relevant to the above. First, one might consider that the Earthside
retreat from Psi is something akin to protesting too much. Second, if I were an ET with highly developed Psi
skills (and which might have led in the first place to the evolution of superior technology), I wouldn’t
particularly want Earthsiders to develop Psi faculties. And if telepathy was an element in, say, consciousness
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universal, I’d soon figure out how to telepathically impregnate Earthside human consciousness with
intellectual phase‐locking that was detrimental to positive telepathic plus development. The reason might be
very obvious. After all, what ET would want Earthside telepaths penetrating Spaceside affairs, especially,
perhaps on the Moon so near to them? Thus, in this, at least, Spacesiders and Earthsiders might have
something in common—the Telepathy War, won hands down so far by the Spacesiders.”xii
If the existence of groupthink and intellectual phase‐locking is accepted, then the only remaining problem, or
opportunity, is what information packages are to be inserted into them and thereafter managed for one end
or another. However, in the light of the above the existence of group‐minds cannot be escaped.”xiii
Now what I am asking from you and Mackenzie is not just money but to insert a new information package into
the group mind. When you evaluate the merits of this grant request, I would ask you look to its fruit. What
happens when politicians or clergy have to address very real changes of our reality? What about issues like
abortion, apostasy, blasphemy or clerical celibacy? The information package I am asking to insert affects every
issue.
Is Consciousness Individual or Universal?
Ingo says “My own research into this area revealed that mass consciousness or mob consciousness research
came to an abrupt end in about 1933‐1935. This is to say, that it came to an end as far as public access to it is
considered. It ended because of a set of discovered conclusions. Among them, that mob consciousness
responded collectively NOT to rational intellectual perspectives, but to some kind of emotional empathy that
was somehow subconsciously TRANSMITTED. This, however, could not be explained unless the concept of
telepathy was brought into consideration.”xiv
I agree with Ingo about the study of mass consciousness coming to an abrupt end, lets meet the man and the
reason why. In his world the terms public relations and propaganda were synonymous.
“Edward Louis Bernays (/bɜːrˈneɪz/ bur‐NAYZ, German: [bɛʁˈnaɪs]; November 22, 1891 − March 9, 1995) was
an American theorist, considered as a pioneer in the field of public relations and propaganda, and referred to
in his obituary as "the father of public relations".[3] Bernays was named one of the 100 most influential
Americans of the 20th century by Life.[4]
Of his many books, Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923) and Propaganda (1928) gained special attention as early
efforts to define and theorize the field of public relations. Citing works of writers such as Gustave Le
Bon, Wilfred Trotter, Walter Lippmann, and Sigmund Freud (his own double uncle), he described the
masses as irrational and subject to herd instinct—and outlined how skilled practitioners could use crowd
psychology and psychoanalysis to control them in desirable ways.[5][6] Bernays later synthesized many of these
ideas in his postwar book, Public Relations (1945), which outlines the science of managing information
released to the public by an organization, in a manner most advantageous to the organization. He does this by
first providing an overview of the history of public relations, and then provides insight into its application.
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“But instead of a mind, universal literacy has given [the common man] a rubber stamp, a rubber stamp inked
with advertising slogans, with editorials, with published scientific data, with the trivialities of tabloids and the
profundities of history, but quite innocent of original thought. Each man's rubber stamp is the twin of millions
of others, so that when these millions are exposed to the same stimuli, all receive identical imprints”
Bernays touted the idea that the "masses" are driven by factors outside their conscious understanding, and
therefore that their minds can and should be manipulated by the capable few. "Intelligent men must realize
that propaganda is the modern instrument by which they can fight for productive ends and help to bring order
out of chaos."[62][68][69]
Propaganda was portrayed as the only alternative to chaos.[70]
One way Bernays reconciled manipulation with liberalism was his claim that the human masses would
inevitably succumb to manipulation—and therefore the good propagandists could compete with the evil,
without incurring any marginal moral cost.[71] In his view, "the minority which uses this power is increasingly
intelligent, and works more and more on behalf of ideas that are socially constructive."[72]
Unlike some other early public relations practitioners, Bernays advocated centralization and planning. Marvin
Olasky calls his 1945 book Take Your Place at the Peace Table "a clear appeal for a form of mild corporate
socialism."[73]”xv
From Wikipedia

This has been refined today by firms like Facebook, Reddit and Fox News. They stratify society and make it
dumber while computer AI gets smarter.
The best way to break this road block is to explain consciousness/study consciousness on a 4th dimensional
level. The change begins with breaking the phase lock to open 4th dimensional studies. How are the best alien
societies modeled? How can we effect positive global change? How do the alien societies we see and now
acknowledge flying by us administer governments? What are their rules? Targeting and then teaching remote
viewers how to work in unison is by nature a collaborative effort and larger scale because of the number of
people involved.
Using 4th dimensional communication, remote viewers can bring back credible information. Now group them
to increase band width and begin to query global management questions and repair of our planets resources.
These are programs that need to be run.
How did alien societies that we see that travel the stars get past that point of self‐harm? The means of
communication are open, not with radio frequencies but target group consciousness.
Pause for a moment and think of how this narrative changes the narratives of religion, gender, politics, self‐
governance. We are all victims of this new reality. It favors no one, but if we are all threatened, we are all in
this together.
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Let’s look at the next election cycle to see how this acknowledgement of our place in the universe effects the
evangelicals, the conservatives, our global partners and enemies.
Abortion: The narrative in this is that consciousness transcends death. If consciousness is seeking to be born
then aborting a fetus would only mean that that consciousness would seek a birth elsewhere. Why would
consciousness seek to be born in a child with a congenital disease that would die in 6 months? Or be aborted?
In the data are examples of older souls choosing to take this route because they were helping younger souls
experience love and the pain of loss.
Gender equality: Since the data shows young souls tend to incarnate predominantly in one gender for the first
10 lifetimes and there after the distribution between genders is 50/50. If you are going to live lives as both
genders then gender equality should be a given.
LGBTQ issues: If consciousness is electromagnetic and the body is a disposable vehicle then that cycle of
sexual change carries from life to life and explains why people feel they are in the wrong body or have sexual
targeting issues from a past life. They are in a transitive state of consciousness.
Aliens: Acknowledging their existence in close proximity to us and the means of telepathic communication
they use should change our perspective about fighting each other. Divide and conquer is a strategy best used
if the target is unaware of its use. We as a race need to be more open about what is happening and aware of
its dangers, as well as benefits.
U.S. National Defense. By any reckoning the US Government has had dealings with aliens since Roswell but
actually long before.
Global Defense moves from a reductionist strategy to an additive strategy.
The strategy of funding consciousness science is to recognize and promote the fact that it benefits any
opponent you might have, it is a classic win win, and if 3 parties are involved it is win win win. That includes
alien societies. This study promotes opens markets, global peace, new technologies, new Jobs and all stem
from this funding.
A review of this through the lens of enterprise risk management makes this study a risk we must take if alien
groups are predatory. Or if there are competing groups of aliens opening a dialogue would be for human
benefit.
This entire structure and course of study needs to be laid out in a single compendium, studied and taught. So
yes, good scientists get money but in doing so science is advanced, humanity strengthened and
acknowledgment is the only requirement, your money does that.
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I need a 4th dimensional workshop that draws on 7.5 billion minds in unison and working cohesively on one
project and I might get somewhere. Cohesively focusing the mind with a group increases bandwidth, 7.5
billion minds, we don’t know what can be achieved until we try.
All aspects of human sexuality and experience are accepted and equal from right to left from up to down and
from black to white. What needs to be done so we as the human species can join the galactic community?
Ingo says “As it is, telepathy cannot exist, much less be explained, IF the parameters of consciousness are
limited to the mental equipment of the biological individual. Since information is “exchanged” or “acquired”
between human individuals in the absence of any objective methods to do so, and in that the information so
exchanged results in mental perception of it, it is obvious that a format of consciousness exists that is
independent of each biological human unit.xvi
“We might also have to wonder if their telepathy is a developed version of a telepathic “language” that is
universal within universal consciousness. xvii
“A larger, much larger question eventually loomed into view: why do mass‐consciousness humans, as it were,
mass‐consciously almost “conspire” to avoid certain issues, and consistently so? My investigations into this
matter have revealed that four general areas of societal avoidance have existed for quite some time: Sexuality
and eroticism. Human psychic phenomena. General societal love. UFOs and Extraterrestrials.”xviii
The underlining and bold nature of the last sentence is not Ingo’s but mine. Within Human psychic
phenomena you encounter aliens, and sexuality and eroticism morphs to general societal love as the fact that
we travel lifetimes as individuals of both sexes as part of the whole. Human psychic phenomena is part and
parcel of human consciousness and we must be bold enough to acknowledge it and study it in an open and
robust manner if we are to save this planet.
Ingo states, “It is with good reason I believe, hitherto almost unimagined, that all four of these areas are at
least linked with regard to an Extraterrestrial abductee context which is positively awash with sexuality
overtones, while the psychic nature of UFO abductee experiences is visible beyond argument.”xix
Information packages that have been kept apart should be fused in our examination of consciousness, both
individual and group mind.
Ingo says, “A large and vivid vacuum of information exists regarding the phenomena of group mind and
subliminal group consciousness management that might be invasively influenced by various means such as
forms of super‐telepathy as yet unacknowledged as existing.”xx
So, what can we do? *The Phase lock must be broken
Manage global contact with alien civilizations outside of the Government.
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So here we spend 50 million. The location we put this is Arizona near the consciousness Center and lay out a
welcome mat.
1‐Methods of contact
CE‐5 Protocols
Crop Circles
2‐Create a welcome center with landing pad. The initial design of the landing pads should mimic the layout
at Tiahuanaco, use the image with the ground penetrating radar and you will see the landing pad aliens
built more than 10,000 years ago.
3‐ Technology Transfer Center‐Its self‐explanatory and we are asking Mark Cuban’s involvement
4‐Legal Applications Center The beginning of Intergalactic law
5‐AI recommendation center AI as it matures may be the best operating system to protect humanity.
6‐Remote viewer training center This is an imperative and an entire dissertation in itself.
7‐Governement to plan and provide an intergalactic TSA center
8‐Dimension and Linearity Center (Bounce Theory)
8‐Gender presentation and decisions are individually based‐banking rights‐legal rights. This needs more of
an explanation however it will be resolved in Intergalactic Court.
9‐What is the intergalactic standard that Earth has to meet have to meet?
*Create a new information package that scientifically lays out our place in the universe, and how our
understanding our consciousness is key to understanding our place and what is available to us.
*Collectively all the scientists can do together what no one scientists could do alone
The object of your donation is to catalogue and educate and to do that we need major resources for global
change. I don’t have to tell you the arc humanity is on. I need 50 million dollars for this foray into
consciousness research, our conscientiousness. I have the bests scientists in the world, through the
consortium I have all the scientists in the world. They need your money. Let them design the systems working
in a bullshit free environment because we can fund where they, and ultimately, we will go. Please help.
You are not alone in supporting this type of research.
Lawrence Rockefeller supports crop circle research
Robert Bigelow has run a contest asking for proof of life beyond permanent bodily death
Uri Milner sponsors break through initiatives in core scientific research
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So, you would not be alone in the endeavor of sponsoring cutting‐edge research but honestly in this specific
endeavor will be the first to politicize it and infuse this sector of consciousness research with energy by
coalescing the aforementioned endeavors in one place to synergize the result.
That is why the politicization is important to our opponents and ourselves and this case must be made to
them. This is our reality and both our opponents and ourselves are fucked equally by it. We have common
interests should be understood by both parties. Let us use enterprise risk management models to protect us
all. This thought is implicit in this request.
Understand how we should to communicate, 4th dimensional channels. Fund targeted remote viewing
initiatives into the nature of 4th dimensional landscape (see map of the afterlife) Teach this model. Catalogue,
formalize, explain and connect. Then put it out in a marvel comic book form
This is the area that needs to be studied if earth is going to mature into a galactic citizen in good standing.
Closing argument for all proposals that societal change toward good begins with our turning our sight outward
and acknowledging our place in the universe among 25‐50 sentient species, our history of at least 12,500 years
of alien presence. Now we acknowledge that we have galactic neighbors who live nearby. For god’s sake let’s
act like we are an intelligent species and study the means by which they communicate and we do not,
consciousness.
If you think this request is unusual then refer back to the fact that the US Government just admitted they are
looking for new technologies to address this problem.
So yes, I need the money, but I need the information package this amount of money will provide injected into
the common mind, an ideological vaccine.
The ideological vaccine could be called by Bernays and Swann inserting a new information package into the
common mind.
*We are in essence thought wise a threat to ourselves to be no threat to them is to make us more appealing
to interact with. You cannot build an interplanetary society that feeds on itself Putin‐Trump‐Gadhafi. A major
reallocation of resources beginning with de militarization and no that means 0 nuclear weapons to join the
interplanetary community. Just ask them, they will answer.
*Saving earth, you see the aliens and us, we are all in this together
*Humanity has the promise and resolve to become a galactic citizen and not a barbaric warring set of tribes.
* What we have to look for in this area of consciousness is the differentiators of governance. If these societies
are 4000 years more technologically advanced, they are 4000 more socially advanced and have moved past
greed and prejudice impeding social action.
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Melinda Earth must be taught about other planets and government structures that produce better results
than what we use now.
So, I don’t want just $100 million I want you and Mackenzie to announce it at the same time. And let Fox
News try to deconstruct this. Aliens monitor our news channels and for the aliens it might be a relief having
someone smart to talk to instead of the politicians. There is no guarantee they will answer but funnily enough
it meets UAPTF’s (Unidentified Aerial Phenomena Task force) mission of finding new technologies.
This is not imprudent as all that is at risk is the first million the second is controlled by you with a fiduciary
agreement. The people getting the money and designing the projects are the best, most organized
consciousness science consortium in the world.
So how is this going to work?
RFF 10 TIFACS 1 million Dollars
What’s going to drive this change is organization
The Institute for Advanced Consciousness Studies TIFACS gets a one‐million‐dollar founder’s grant. Its mission
will be to manage the grants and collect and correlate the data for dissemination to all organizations who
would benefit from said information. Its job is to implement the plan to raise 450 million dollars as presented
in this proposal.
The Scientific Organizational Pyramid
TIFACS presenting funding availability to the Consortium of Schools and organizations through the
Consciousness center at the University of Arizona and additionally through any university that houses a chair
of consciousness study or a related field that the study of consciousness would encompass. The choices for
programs to be funded are made through and by the scientists themselves in a collaborative manner so that a
full understanding of human consciousness is drawn to the best our ability at the moment but encompassing
all aspects of how our consciousness expresses itself.
In a sentence TIFACS gets one percent of money raised as the fund raiser and one percent to manage as
discretionary grants. That will be the pattern through every request in the remaining 7 grant requests.
This will start by consulting with Dr Hammeroff at the consciousness center consortium and distributing that
information throughout the network but will also make that available through Robert Bigelow’s judges and
through Lawrence Rockefellers organization.
By way of explanation Robert Bigelow ran a contest in August of 2021 asking for scientific proof of
consciousness transcending human bodily death and Lawrence Rockefeller is funding research into crop circle
communication with aliens. I have not touched on that in the interest of brevity and simplicity however the
underlying data is more than compelling, like the odds against chance calculations in the sub disciplines in the
science of reincarnation they point to certainty.
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Jennifer Pritzker request
I know you are not accepting grant applications at this time but need cannot wait for largess and it must act on
its own. This request is one of several to try to fund consciousness science. The one to you is special though.
There is no one I could ask that has your qualifications. Decisions you have made spring from a place that is
not here, but express themselves here because as Plank would say consciousness is primary and matter
derivative. So, I know you know. I want you to run a military operation there. You have that qualification as
well. Let me tell you how.
With your 50‐million‐dollar grant to TIFACS I want you to put me on the flight deck of the alien space craft in
our airspace.
Here is how.
1 Establish a web site for real time sighting from anywhere in the world, you can log in and report a sighting of
where alien space craft are.
2 Let Stephan A. Schwartz establish protocols as he did in remote viewing.
3 Use IRVA as the control group.
4 Coordinate with AATIP/UAPTF at the Pentagon.
5 Establish a private global computer network for anyone anywhere to log on and report UAP/UFO activity
where Remote viewers are notified in real time and following Stephan’s protocol’s view, register and report so
we can begin to form an aggregated view of what is traversing our skies.
This is already in effect at MUFON, https://mufon.com/ The Mutual UFO Network. Their reach though is
limited as data from weather collection sites does not fully filter into their data base.
6 When we make contact, not if, but when, the first question we ask is “Does time have mass?” Whether the
answer to that question is yes or no the next question is to ask “Explain non‐locality?”
In order to properly remote view we need coordinates to view on going events, information the US navy can
provide in real time. I need a computer system that people globally can log into and provide real time video
and coordinates that our observes can be notified of and remote view. So, while governments, starting with
the US government can provide data so can anyone anywhere with the proper clearance and log in.
To create that pool of candidates TIFACS has designed a recruitment program as simple as their web site
explaining what I just explained to you and here is the recruiting banner.
https://continuum‐designs.com/iasor/clairvoyant‐space‐corps‐15oz‐mug
It will interconnect their one point of data collection in Washington state with a global network using their
protocols. There are ways to filter remote viewing candidates.
8 Finally all of this will go into an accessible data base to catalog what we believe are over 20 species of visiting
aliens, over 200 million abductees and a variety of different types of space craft.
9 the net result of this effort is to expand communication with the alien species who have been here visiting
earth for 10,000 years.
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10 While organizations like IRVA, MUFON, CSETI all cover some aspect of this effort they are not connected
cohesively and are all underfunded. Additionally, the governments of the world mishandle hide and mishandle
their own information. This affects us all and a structure with open architecture and complete information is
imperative to making an intelligent cohesive response to the emerging set of circumstances.
There are two groups we need to organize to do this. First are the remote viewers. I want to use IRVA, The
International Remote Viewers Association as the control group. The people I want to design the program are
Stephan Schwartz and Dean Radin and the implementation of that design can come from the Noetic Institute.
In fact your entire donation can go directly to the Noetic Institute if they accept ownership of this project.
There are problems to general remote viewing because Remote Viewing done correctly needs coordinates of
what you are viewing. For that we turn to AATIP, The Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program who
can give us coordinates of these UAP’s (Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon formally known as UFO’s) in real
time. This is a limiting factor at the ECETI Ranch.
What I am asking you to do is jump start a program that will benefit the world. Where this will lead is from this
beginning the program at Stanford that ran roughly from 1972 to 1995 will be reignited and the expansion of
that funding will come from the 30 Stanford billionaires who will be asked to contribute 5 million dollars each
to this program through the TIFACS program.
Now the program to start this and recruit viewers is already set up. You can go to www.tifacs.org and see the
beginning of what we call the Clairvoyant Space Corps.
The experiments that lay the ground work for the method we describe is different than the landscape of our
observations or Hameroff’s work in determining the mechanics of how this works. There are protocols that we
can use like meditation to transverse the landscape we see and in doing so access information we could not
otherwise get. These protocols are too little used and examined only to define them rather than use them. In
using them to our best abilities we gain greater access quicker, and evolve more quickly. In 1982 the Chinese
went to look for people who have greater cognitive skill in this area. This is evolution at work. (See Stephan’s
protocols for a complete list of the modularity’s)
we are not addressing and teaching the science here we are explaining how landscape is supported by our
understanding of the quantum nature of our consciousness and its interaction with matter. And what we need
to do to fund it, understand it and accept the consequences in our lives.
The only way to have a unified field theory of consciousness is to connect the dots that are mathematical
proven.
Now within the ranks of the organizations you support are retired military with the qualifications and
expertise needed to undertake this effort and make it happen.
Now this initiative is part of a larger study of consciousness. Attached are 2 documents, the first is a proposal
that has gone out to Makenzie Scott outlining how to fund consciousness science and lay the foundation for
globally educating people. As our technology improves our understanding deepen and we are on the cusp of a
new paradigm in data acquisition.
We are dealing with both extraterrestrials and trans dimensional creatures and in some cases extraterrestrial
that cross and occupy a manifold of dimensions.
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They don’t know how to deal with humanity and humanity does not know how to deal with them. They see
governments of the world suppressing information and profiting from it but they do not see society coalescing
and maturing.
Only science and scientists organizing and independently contacting extra‐terrestrials can we as a race
advance and enter relationships with other species.
If aliens wanted this rock in space, our earth, they could have it at any time. The preponderance of the
evidence indicates their presence on earth in the remote prehistory of our race, and their continued presence
here now.
There enough planets in space, they are interested in us. Its time science talked to them in the manor and on
the wavelengths they use.

i

https://www.howandwhys.com/four‐alien‐species/

ii

https://nypost.com/2021/04/06/former-cia-director-says-he-believes-ufos-could-exist-report/

https://www.howandwhys.com/william‐tompkins‐mufon‐director‐earth‐is‐controlled‐by‐
warring‐extraterrestrial‐species/
iii
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNkmhY_ju8o

— Penetration: Special Edition Updated: The Question of Extraterrestrial and Human
Telepathy by Ingo Swann, Thomas McNear
https://a.co/9sYJshq
v
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Telepathy by Ingo Swann, Thomas McNear
https://a.co/iFZzwu7
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https://a.co/56xWnqV
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viii
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xii
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